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L-Acoustics is the global leader in premium professional audio for many of the world’s
most renowned performing arts centres and music venues. L-Acoustics Creations – a new
division of the company – is developing immersive sound technologies for state-of-theart auditoria and sensory environments. The unrivalled sonic signature and advanced
Immersive Hyperreal Sound technology now also delivers the highest quality sound in
residential, cultural and experiential spaces.
Originally developed for professional venues, L-Acoustics audio solutions have been
reconfigured as Island, a personal auditorium with a multichannel platform.
Island’s signature edition – LOOP – is the first collaboration between L-Acoustics Creations
and Zaha Hadid Virtual Reality (ZHVR) Group, a specialist research unit within Zaha
Hadid Architects dedicated to exploring the new possibilities of emerging immersive
technologies.

LOOP ISLAND FOR THE ULTIMATE
LISTENING EXPERIENCE EXPERIENCE
LOOP Island draws inspiration from both natural forms and contemporary architectural
topologies, harmoniously distilled into a haven of blissful listening, ad infinitum…
on loop.
The sculptural shell and sinuously swerving lines of LOOP Island convey a sense of openended continuity and possibility. Whether you want to pause, play, or repeat, LOOP
Island is your listening lounge of choice. Put yourself in LOOP and let it draw you in.
LOOP Island marries the ultra-high resolution audio of L-Acoustics L-ISA Immersive Sound
Art and the Blu 23.1 standard with Zaha Hadid Architects’ signature design language
and the studio’s experience working with innovative new concepts. It aims to create
a unique presence and a profound new way of experiencing sound.

UNRIVALLED TECHNOLOGY WITHIN
Concealed beneath LOOP’s fluid exterior lies a veritable treasure trove of intelligent,
cutting-edge hardware and software. Concert-grade loudspeakers play Bubbles
recordings in the proprietary Blu 23.1 standard. Blu 23.1 reconsiders the fundamentals
of musical production by ensuring that playback fully restores the richly layered,
multidimensional characteristics of contemporary professional recordings.
Each Bubble delivers a breathtaking and powerful concert-level experience in any
private listening environment. The listener benefits from unprecedented clarity, dynamics,
and realism: the listener is projected straight onto centre stage with the highest spatial
resolution available by using truly lossless audio via 24 independent channels.

HYPERREALISTIC HOME CINEMA
Experience sound from the perspective of the artist or become utterly immersed while
watching a movie from the comfort of the LOOP Island listening lounge.
LOOP Island can envelop up to four persons at a time in immersive sound; users can
recline on the seating area fitted with an automated, adjustable back rest. The entire
lounge rotates 360 degrees to adjust its orientation to meet different views or to point
towards a projection screen for riveting cinema viewing.

AN ISLAND OF OPULENCE
In order to create a consistent, light and elegant impression, the smooth form of the
LOOP, which houses powerful loudspeakers, is elevated off the ground.
Undercuts with integrated lighting accentuate and emphasise the effect, allowing
for modulation of the light intensity depending on the use.
Enormous care has been taken with the detailing and selection of materials needed
for optimal acoustic effect and long lasting, practical use.

ALL IN THE DETAILS
LOOP Island is available in a variety of finishes from hand-crafted wood veneer to
carbon fiber, to vibrant, dichroic surfaces. Its detailing and selection of materials are
modeled and designed to provide optimal acoustic performance.
To complement the LOOP Island lounge primary functions, ZHVR has created add-ons
such as adjustable tables and reading lamps to make the Island a lifestyle statement and
cultural centrepiece of any living environment.

SPECIFICATIONS
5 OVERHEAD SPEAKERS
In its fullest configuration, LOOP Island is equipped with thirteen frontal speakers, five rear
speakers, and five overhead speakers manufactured by L-Acoustics. The axial symmetry
technology favored by recording studios has been perfected for live concert dynamics,
procuring transparent and precise listening. The subwoofers located to the rear integrate
laminar vents which offer distortion-free playback into the infra-low frequency range,
blurring the sensorial boundaries between hearing and feeling.

5 MONITOR SPEAKERS

L-ISA CONTROL CENTRE

Playback and connectivity to external media sources and upmixing solutions is controlled
easily and remotely via the L-ISA (Immersive Sound Art) Player App.
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2 CONCERT SUBWOOFERS

All dimensions in cm

Detailed loudspeaker, amplification, and control specifications available upon request.
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Please visit zhvrgroup.com

Please visit l-acoustics.com and l-isa-immersive.com

Since 2014, ZHVR GROUP has been working with several
developers for hardware and software to adopt emerging VR
technologies into architecture and design.

Learn more at l-acoustics-creations.com and follow l.acoustics.
creations on Instagram for the latest updates.
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